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Abstract The atmospheric loss processes of N2O and CH4, their estimated uncertainties, lifetimes, and
impacts on ozone abundance and long-term trends are examined using atmospheric model calculations
and updated kinetic and photochemical parameters and uncertainty factors from Stratospheric
Processes and their Role in Climate (SPARC) (2013). The uncertainty ranges in calculated N2O and CH4
global lifetimes computed using the SPARC estimated uncertainties are reduced by nearly a factor of 2
compared with uncertainties from Sander et al. (2011). Uncertainties in CH4 loss due to reaction with OH
and O(1D) have relatively small impacts on present-day global total ozone (±0.2–0.5%). Uncertainty in
the Cl + CH4 reaction affects the amount of chlorine in radical versus reservoir forms and has a modest
impact on present-day southern hemisphere (SH) polar ozone (~±6%) and on the rate of past ozone
decline and future recovery. Uncertainty in the total rate coefﬁcient for the O(1D) + N2O reaction results
in a substantial range in present-day stratospheric odd nitrogen (±20–25%) and global total ozone
(±1.5–2.5%). Uncertainty in the O(1D) + N2O reaction branching ratio for the O2 + N2 and 2NO product
channels results in moderate impacts on odd nitrogen (±10%) and global ozone (±1%), with uncertainty
in N2O photolysis resulting in relatively small impacts (±5% in odd nitrogen, ±0.5% in global ozone).
Uncertainties in the O(1D) + N2O reaction and its branching ratio also affect the rate of past global total
ozone decline and future recovery, with a range in future ozone projections of ±1–1.5% by 2100, relative
to present day.
1. Introduction
Methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) are key atmospheric trace gases that impact stratospheric ozone
abundances and radiative forcing of the atmosphere. N2O is a long-lived (well-mixed) atmospheric trace
species with an estimated steady state lifetime of 123 years [Stratospheric Processes and their Role in
Climate (SPARC), 2013]. N2O is primarily removed from the atmosphere via chemical reaction and
photodissociation in the stratosphere. Oxidation of N2O, primarily via the O(
1D) +N2O reaction, leads to
the formation of NO and is the dominant source (~90%) of stratospheric NOx (NOx =NO+NO2) and total
odd nitrogen NOy (NOy =N+NO+NO2+NO3+ 2N2O5 +HONO+HNO3+HO2NO2 + ClONO2 +BrONO2)
[Vitt and Jackman, 1996]. Stratospheric NOx is important because it impacts the stratospheric ozone
abundance through its involvement in catalytic ozone destruction cycles, null cycles, and reservoir
formation [Crutzen, 1970; Crutzen, 1971; Brasseur and Solomon, 2005]. Following the implementation of
the Montreal protocol (and its amendments and adjustments) and the subsequent decline of
atmospheric chloroﬂuorocarbons, N2O has become the most signiﬁcant substance that depletes ozone
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and the third most important greenhouse gas (GHG), following CO2 and CH4, that is emitted into the
atmosphere. N2O is, however, currently not regulated under international agreements [United Nations
Environment Programme, 2013].
CH4 is also considered a long-lived trace gas, although its atmospheric lifetime of ~10 years is much less
than that of N2O. CH4 is removed primarily by reaction with the OH radical in the troposphere, with a
tropospheric partial lifetime of 10.2–11.2 years as estimated from the interpretation of global
observations [Prinn et al., 2005; Prather et al., 2012]. The methane lifetime for loss in the stratosphere is
150–160 years as computed in this work and other models [SPARC, 2013]. The atmospheric chemistry of
CH4 impacts ozone globally in several ways [e.g., see Brasseur and Solomon, 2005]. The Cl + CH4→HCl
+ CH3 reaction is a minor loss process for CH4 but represents an important sink for reactive chlorine in
the stratosphere, thereby reducing chlorine catalyzed ozone loss. The reactive loss of CH4 also impacts
the stratospheric HOx (HOx =OH+HO2) budget and represents a signiﬁcant source of stratospheric H2O.
Furthermore, CH4 has a signiﬁcant impact on the radiative forcing of the atmosphere, both directly as a
greenhouse gas and indirectly via its reactive loss, which leads to the production of tropospheric ozone
and stratospheric H2O.
An accurate understanding of the atmospheric processing of CH4 and N2O is an essential element in model
calculations of stratospheric ozone and its recovery and of atmospheric radiative forcing. Current
chemistry-climate models show a wide range of calculated long-term ozone changes, with a range of as
much as 20–30 Dobson units (DU) in annual mean total ozone at midlatitudes during 1960–2100 [WMO,
2011]. This range is mainly due to the individual model treatment of dynamics, chemistry, photolysis,
and other processes. There is also uncertainty in calculated ozone due to uncertainty in the input
parameters that are common among models, and such uncertainty is not necessarily represented in the
range of model ozone calculations. Model input includes kinetic and photochemical parameters that are
primarily obtained from critical evaluations of laboratory studies [Atkinson et al., 2008; Sander et al., 2011;
SPARC, 2013]. A few model studies have analyzed the ozone impacts due to uncertainties in these input
parameters, primarily focusing on partitioning reactions [e.g., Considine et al., 1999; Kawa et al., 2009].
However, quantiﬁcation of uncertainties in the kinetic and photochemical inputs for source gas losses,
and the impacts on calculated lifetimes and ozone abundance, are important elements of modeling that
are often unaccounted for.
The SPARC [2013] lifetime report addressed atmospheric lifetimes and uncertainties derived from
observational data and modeling for a number of key ozone depleting substances (ODSs), their
replacements, and related species, including CH4 and N2O. The modeling efforts used in that report are
discussed further in a recent paper by Chipperﬁeld et al. [2014]. The SPARC report included a critical
evaluation of the kinetic and photochemical loss processes of ODSs and related species, along with their
estimated uncertainties. The loss processes include OH, O(1D), and Cl atom reactions and photochemical
removal via Lyman-α and UV photolysis. The relative importance and impacts of these loss processes were
evaluated using the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) two-dimensional (2-D) model. Based solely
on the estimated 2σ uncertainties in the kinetic and photochemical parameters, the lifetime uncertainties
(i.e., the range of possible calculated lifetimes) were estimated for CH4 (9.8 ± 1.2 years, ±13%) and N2O
(123 ± 7 years, ±5.7%).
The SPARC [2013] report brieﬂy investigated the impact of loss uncertainties on ozone. Overall, the kinetic
and photochemical parameter uncertainties for the halogenated ODSs were found to have a minor effect
on calculated total ozone. However, uncertainties in the CH4 and N2O losses were shown to have
signiﬁcant impacts on calculated ozone [see SPARC, 2013, Chapter 3] and require further attention. For
example, even though only a small amount (~6%) of N2O loss produces odd nitrogen, via reaction with O(
1D),
uncertainty in this loss can substantially affect stratospheric NOx and ozone.
In this work, the GSFC 2-D model is used to investigate the range in calculated lifetimes, the stratospheric
ozone abundance, and its long-term trends (1960–2100) based on the estimated uncertainties in the
kinetic and photochemical loss processes for CH4 and N2O. The following sections describe (i) an overview
of the SPARC [2013] approaches and evaluation of the CH4 and N2O kinetic and photochemical parameters
and their uncertainties, (ii) the GSFC 2-D model and the methodology used to evaluate the impacts on
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calculated atmospheric lifetimes and ozone, and (iii) the model results including an evaluation of the impacts
of the individual loss processes and their uncertainties, as well as the resulting total calculated global ozone
uncertainty. We also examine the sensitivity of the ozone impacts to future greenhouse gas (GHG) scenarios.
The Global Modeling Initiative (GMI) three-dimensional (3-D) chemistry and transport model (CTM) was used
along with the 2-D model to evaluate the present-day ozone response to the Cl + CH4 reaction uncertainty in
the polar region.
2. Kinetic and Photochemical Data Evaluation
In this section, a brief overview of the methodologies used in the SPARC [2013] kinetic and photochemical
parameter evaluation and a summary of the recommendations for the OH, O(1D), and Cl gas-phase
reaction rate coefﬁcients, k, and their temperature dependences, and of the vacuum ultraviolet/ultraviolet
(VUV/UV) absorption spectra for CH4 and N2O is given. Other gas-phase loss processes such as reaction
with other atmospheric oxidants, e.g., the NO3 radical and O3, are minor atmospheric processes for CH4
and N2O and are not considered further in this paper. The speciﬁc kinetic and photochemical details
relating to the atmospheric chemistry of CH4 and N2O are presented in separate subsections below.
Summaries of the evaluations of the other compounds that were included in the SPARC report are
available in the supporting information of Chapter 3 at the SPARC website (http://www.sparc-climate.org/
publications/sparc-reports/sparc-report-no6/). For the compounds considered in the SPARC report, the
recommendations given build on those given in the NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Panel for Data
Evaluation, “Chemical Kinetics and Photochemical Data for Use in Atmospheric Studies” [Sander et al.,
2011] (herein referred to as JPL10-6) and the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)
Subcommittee for Gas Kinetic Data Evaluation [Atkinson et al., 2008] (herein referred to as IUPAC).
SPARC [2013] recommendations for the reaction rate coefﬁcients, k(T), for the OH radical, O(1D) atom, and Cl
atom reactions were based on a comprehensive evaluation/consideration of all available laboratory data for
these reactions (note that not all studies were included in deriving the ﬁnal recommendations). In most cases,
under atmospheric conditions, the reactions proceed via simple direct abstraction mechanisms, and
the reaction rate coefﬁcient temperature dependence was parameterized using an Arrhenius equation
k(T) =A×exp(-E/RT), where the preexponential, A, and activation energy, E, parameters are variables in a
least squares ﬁtting of experimental data. In obtaining the optimized E value from multiple independent
studies, the results from the individual studies were scaled to the recommended value for the 298 K
rate coefﬁcient before performing a global ﬁt. In many cases, experimental rate coefﬁcient data for a
reaction were available at temperatures higher than commonly found in the atmosphere. The
experimental data obtained at higher temperatures, although not directly applicable to atmospheric
chemistry, can often provide valuable constraints on the Arrhenius ﬁtting and extrapolation to lower
temperatures as well as the identiﬁcation of non-Arrhenius (curvature) behavior. Non-Arrhenius behavior
has been observed in both the Cl and OH reactions with CH4 and is discussed further below. In many
cases, direct measurements of reaction rate coefﬁcients are not available at the lowest temperatures
observed in the atmosphere (~190 K) primarily due to the limitations of the experimental methods used.
This places additional emphasis on the ability to reliably extrapolate rate coefﬁcient data to lower
temperatures. Arrhenius plots for the OH and Cl reactions with CH4 and the O(
1D) reaction with CH4
and N2O are given in Figures 1–4.
For trace gases with extremely low reactivity, it is difﬁcult to experimentally measure the true reaction rate
coefﬁcient, and upper limits to the rate coefﬁcients are often reported. In these cases, reaction
endothermicities were used to estimate lower limits for the reaction activation energies, E. The
combination of an E lower limit with an estimated Arrhenius A factor upper limit, based on the largest A
factor observed in OH+halocarbon reactions, was considered as providing a more realistic (and
considerably lower) upper limit for the reaction rate coefﬁcient.
The reactions of atmospheric trace species with O(1D) proceed via several possible exothermic reaction
pathways: (1) collisional (physical) quenching of O(1D) to ground state oxygen atoms, O(3P), (2) abstraction
or an insertion-elimination mechanism, and (3) reactive quenching to form O(3P) and products other than
the reactant, including stable and radical species. Channels 2 and 3 lead to the loss of the reactant and
contribute to determining the reactant’s atmospheric lifetime. Overall, total rate coefﬁcients for O(1D)
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reactions, i.e., the loss of O(1D), are
typically highly efﬁcient with O(1D) loss
occurring within 10 collisions or so. For
halocarbons, the degree of collisional
quenching increases with the degree of
reactant ﬂuorination. In general, O(1D)
reactions display only a weak, if any,
temperature dependence. The available
temperature dependent rate coefﬁcient
data for the O(1D) + CH4 and N2O
reactions shown in Figures 3 and 4
illustrate these points.
The VUV/UV absorption cross sections
and their temperature dependences were
addressed in greater detail in SPARC
[2013] than in either of the NASA/JPL
or IUPAC evaluations. Absorption cross
section recommendations were obtained
by comparing the level of agreement
(spread) among multiple experimental
data sets whenever possible. SPARC
[2013] also included a detailed evaluation
of hydrogen Lyman-α (121.567nm)
absorption cross sections, σ(L-α), and
estimates of the cross section uncertainties
were made. The σ(L-α) database is rather
limited, and for some of the molecules
included in the SPARC report, experimental
values were not available. In those cases,
values were estimated based on values
reported for similar compounds or
trends in cross section with the degree
of ﬂuorination.
2.1. Rate Coefﬁcient and Absorption Cross Section Uncertainty Estimates
The most stringent uncertainty limits (at the 2σ uncertainty level) justiﬁed by the available experimental
data were reported in SPARC [2013]. The rate coefﬁcient uncertainties followed the formalism given
in JPL10-6
f Tð Þ ¼ f 298 Kð Þ exp g 1
T
 1
298
 

 
(1)
where f(T) is the uncertainty factor (1σ) for k(T), f(298 K) is the estimated uncertainty factor for the room
temperature rate coefﬁcient, k(298 K), and g is a parameter used to describe the expected increase in
uncertainty at temperatures other than 298 K. Upper and lower bounds of the rate coefﬁcient are
obtained by multiplying or dividing the recommended value, k(T), by the factor f(T). The 2σ uncertainty
is given by f(T)2. The estimated uncertainties are not statistical quantities but rather are based on an
evaluation of the reliability of the experimental measurements and the level of agreement among
different studies.
The UV absorption cross-section uncertainties are wavelength and temperature dependent with the regions of
weaker absorption generally having greater uncertainty. In SPARC [2013], uncertainty estimates were provided
Figure 1. OH+ CH4 reaction data: (top) Compilation of experimental rate
coefﬁcient data from the literature and the recommended Arrhenius
equation and uncertainty limits used in the present model calculations
(see legend). The recommended Arrhenius equation parameters and
uncertainty factors are given in Table 1. (bottom) Percent difference
between reported rate coefﬁcient data and recommended Arrhenius
equation.
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for σ(L-α) and for the wavelength ranges
of 169–190, 190–230, 230–286, and
>286nm. This was done to provide
an error analysis that was sufﬁciently
detailed to permit evaluation of the
wavelength regions that are most critical
to the molecule’s photolytic loss. Cross-
section uncertainties were parameterized
using a formalism similar to that used
for gas-phase reaction rate coefﬁcients,
where p(298K) represents the 2σ (95%
conﬁdence) level uncertainty in the 298K
absorption cross-section data and w is a
parameter used to represent an increase
in the cross-section 2 uncertainty at other
temperatures
p Tð Þ ¼ p 298 Kð Þ exp w 1
T
 1
298
 

 
(2)
The recommended kinetic and photo-
chemical parameters and associated
estimated uncertainties for CH4 and N2O
used in the present model calculations
are given in Table 1. The kinetic and
photochemical recommendations given
in SPARC [2013] for the OH, Cl, and O(1D)
reactions with CH4 and N2O do not
differ from those given in JPL10-6
except for the OH+CH4 reaction which
was the same as given in the IUPAC
report. The estimated uncertainties in the
kinetic and photo-chemical parameters,
however, were revised for the OH
+CH4 reaction.
2.2. CH4 Kinetic and Photochemical Data
There are numerous studies in the literature that have reported rate coefﬁcient and product yield data for the
OH, Cl, and O(1D) reactions with CH4
OH þ CH4 → H2Oþ CH3 (R1)
Cl þ CH4 → HCl þ CH3 (R2)
O 1D
 þ CH4 → OHþ CH3 (R3a)
→ other products (R3b)
The rate coefﬁcient recommendations given in SPARC, JPL10-6, and IUPAC are based on subsets of the
available studies. Figures 1 and 2 show a compilation of kinetic data in an Arrhenius plot format, ln(k(T))
versus 1/T, for the OH and Cl reactions with CH4 over the temperature range 190 to 500 K.
For the OH +CH4 reaction, the majority of the experimental studies used absolute measurement
techniques, and the rate coefﬁcient recommendations are based primarily on studies performed after
1990; earlier studies were shown to have systematic errors in their rate coefﬁcient determinations (see
JPL10-6 and IUPAC reports for further details). The room temperature values used in the derivation of
the 298 K rate coefﬁcient recommendation agree to within ~15%. The studies of Vaghjiani and
Figure 2. Cl + CH4 reaction data: (top) Compilation of experimental rate
coefﬁcient data from the literature (see legend) used to derive the
recommended rate coefﬁcient temperature dependence given in SPARC
[2013] and JPL10-6 and the recommended Arrhenius equation and
uncertainty limits used in the present model calculations (see legend).
The recommended Arrhenius equation parameters and uncertainty
factors are given in Table 1. (bottom) Percent difference between
reported rate coefﬁcient data and recommended Arrhenius equation.
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Ravishankara [1991] and Gierczak et al.
[1997] were used to deﬁne the rate
coefﬁcient temperature dependence at
low temperature (see Figure 1). The
recommended uncertainties in the
low-temperature region are greater
than the reported uncertainties in the
experimental data as a result of the
limited data currently available.
There are a number of experimental
studies in the literature that have
reported rate coefﬁcient data for the Cl
+ CH4 reaction with studies covering
the temperature range of 181 to 800 K.
The agreement among the various
studies is ±15% at 298 K, with a slightly
greater spread in the experimental data
at other temperatures as shown in
Figure 2. The individual studies are too
numerous to discuss here, and the
reader is referred to JPL10-6 and IUPAC
for more detail and explanation of what
studies were used to establish the
recommended rate coefﬁcient. Several
studies have proposed non-Arrhenius
equations to better describe the OH
and Cl + CH4 reaction temperature
dependence using a rate coefﬁcient
expression with the form k(T) = ATn exp
(E/RT), where n is either ﬁxed to a
value of 2 or allowed to vary in a ﬁt to
the experimental data. The expressions
provided in Gierczak et al.’s [1997] study
of the OH+CH4 reaction and Pilgrim
et al.’s [1997] study for the Cl + CH4
reaction are included in Figures 1 and 2
for comparison with other experimental data and the recommended Arrhenius equations. Note that
Pilgrim et al.’s study was conducted at temperatures greater than 292 K and an extrapolation of their
reported n= 2 non-Arrhenius equation to lower temperature that extends well outside the range of their
experimental data is displayed. The SPARC, JPL10-6, and IUPAC evaluations have reported simple
Arrhenius equations to describe the rate of coefﬁcient temperature dependence at temperatures less
than 300 K, although non-Arrhenius equations are discussed within the JPL10-6 and IUPAC reports. Both
equations reproduce the available experimental data to within the estimated range of uncertainty but
differ systematically at low temperature. For example, the JPL10-6 Arrhenius ﬁt to the Cl + CH4 data is a
factor of ~0.7 less than Pilgrim et al.’s non-Arrhenius equation at 200 K. Although Pilgrim et al.’s data set
was not used in the derivation of the Arrhenius parameters for temperatures below 300 K, their non-
Arrhenius equation can be used to check the atmospheric effects of possible Arrhenius curvature at low
temperature, since their equation yields rate coefﬁcient that lie near the upper bound of the currently
recommended 95% conﬁdence limits below 200 K (see Figure 2). The impact of using Pilgrim et al.’s
non-Arrhenius rate coefﬁcient expression (n = 2) versus the recommended Arrhenius equation for the
Cl + CH4 reaction on calculated atmospheric ozone is evaluated in the modeling section below. This
illustrates the model sensitivity to a non-Arrhenius equation that falls within the JPL10-6 recommended
uncertainty limits.
Figure 3. O(1D) + CH4 reaction data: (top) Compilation of experimental
rate coefﬁcient data from the literature and the recommended
Arrhenius equation and uncertainty limits used in the present model
calculations (see legend). The recommended Arrhenius equation
parameters and uncertainty factors are given in Table 1. (bottom)
Percent difference between reported rate coefﬁcient data and
recommended Arrhenius equation. Techniques include the following:
PLP: pulsed laser photolysis, O E: O(1D) emission, RF: resonance
ﬂuorescence, LIF: laser-induced ﬂuorescence, CR: competitive reaction,
CL: chemiluminescence.
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There are ﬁve independent laboratory
studies of the O(1D) +CH4 reaction
reported in the literature that cover the
temperature range of 198 to 413 K. The
temperature-dependent studies observe
no appreciable temperature dependence
of the reaction rate coefﬁcient over this
temperature range. The recommended
total rate coefﬁcient given in Table 1 was
based on the studies of Amimoto et al.
[1979], Dillon et al. [2007], and Vranckx
et al. [2008b], while the recommended
uncertainty limits encompass the results
from Davidson et al. [1977] and Blitz
et al.’s [2004] studies (see Figure 3). In
addition to reporting the total rate
coefﬁcient, Vranckx et al.’s [2008b] study
established with high precision that the
reactive yield for this reaction was near
unity, 1.0 +0 / 0.002, over the temperature
range of 227 to 413 K; i.e., there is
very little O(1D) collisional quenching in
this reaction.
The UV (λ> 169nm) absorption spectrum
of CH4 is sufﬁciently weak that photolysis
in this wavelength region makes a
negligible contribution to its atmospheric
loss. The Lyman-α cross section of CH4
has been extensively studied with direct
measurements at 121.567 nm and in
the surrounding wavelength region
(see SPARC). The direct measurements
and cross-section values obtained by
interpolation to 121.567 nm agree to
within ~20%. SPARC recommended
σ(L-α) = 1.85 × 1017 cm2molecule1 with p(298 K) = 1.3 and w=0. These values are used in the present
model calculations.
2.3. N2O Kinetic and Photochemical Data
On the basis of reaction thermochemistry, SPARC reported rate coefﬁcient recommendations for the OH and
Cl reactions with N2O to be extremely small (see Table 1), which results in these reactions being unimportant
atmospheric loss processes for N2O.
The total rate coefﬁcient for the O(1D) +N2O reaction
O 1D
 þ N2O → 2NO (R4a)
→ N2 þ O2 (R4b)
→ O 3P
 þ N2O (R4c)
has been measured extensively with nine independent studies reported in the literature. A summary of the
total rate coefﬁcient results from these studies, i.e., O(1D) loss, is shown in Figure 4. The measurements cover
the temperature range from 195 to 719 K and indicate a slight negative temperature dependence,
E/R=20 K (see Table 1 and Figure 4). The results from these studies were reviewed in JPL10-6, and no new
studies have appeared since that report was ﬁnalized. The recommendation for the total rate coefﬁcient at
Figure 4. O(1D) +N2O reaction data: (top) Compilation of experimental
rate coefﬁcient data from the literature and the recommended Arrhenius
equation and uncertainty limits used in the present model calculations
(see legend). The recommended Arrhenius equation parameters and
uncertainty factors are given in Table 1. (bottom) Percent difference
between reported rate coefﬁcient data and recommended Arrhenius
equation. Techniques include the following: PLP: pulsed-laser photolysis, O
Abs, O(3P) absorption, O E: O(1D) emission, RF: resonance ﬂuorescence, LIF:
laser induced ﬂuorescence, CR: competitive reaction, CL: chemiluminescence.
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298 K is a weighted average of the data from Davidson et al. [1979], Amimoto et al. [1979], Wine and
Ravishankara [1982], Blitz et al. [2004], Dunlea and Ravishankara [2004], Carl [2005], Takahashi et al. [2005],
Dillon et al. [2008], and Vranckx et al. [2008a]. The temperature dependence of the rate coefﬁcient was
derived from the results of Davidson et al., Dunlea and Ravishankara, and Vranckx et al. using only data at
<400K after scaling to the recommended k(298K) value. The recommended 2σ uncertainty range in the
total rate coefﬁcient is included in Figure 4. The reactive channels (4a+ 4b) of the O(1D)+N2O reaction have
a combined yield greater than 99% [Vranckx et al., 2008a].
The branching ratio for the O(1D) +N2O reaction and its temperature dependence, which was not considered
in SPARC, is an additional factor in evaluating the impact of this reaction on calculated stratospheric ozone;
i.e., channel 4a leads to ozone destruction while channels 4b and 4c do not. The branching ratio for the
reactive channels 4a and 4b has been measured experimentally only at room temperature, 298 K. Cantrell
et al. [1994] measured the branching ratio, k(NO+NO)/k(total) and combined their results with previous
literature data and recommended a value of 0.61 ± 0.06 (2σ uncertainty), which was adopted in JPL10-6
and SPARC. Note that the rate coefﬁcient uncertainties reported in JPL10-6, f(298 K) = 1.1 and g=25,
include the uncertainty in the reaction branching ratio. The sensitivity of calculated ozone to the
branching ratio value is evaluated in the modeling section below.
Numerous studies have reported data for the UV absorption spectrum of N2O (see SPARC and JPL10-6) that
leads to its photodissociation
N2O þ hv → N2 þ O 1D
 
(R5a)
→ N2 þ O 3P
 
(R5b)
→ N 4S
 þ NO 2P  (R5c)
which occurs primarily in the stratosphere. The cross-section results of Selwyn et al. [1977] provide the basis of
the SPARC and JPL10-6 recommendations for the wavelengths most critical to atmospheric photolysis. The
spread in the experimental data from other studies is ~10%, or less, near the peak of the spectrum at
~182 nm, while the spread in the available data is greater at longer wavelengths. The N2O cross-section
study by Rontu Carlon et al. [2010] performed at 183.95, 202.206, 206.200, and 213.857 nm over the
temperature range of 210–350 K is in excellent agreement, to within 3%, with the recommendations. The p
Table 1. Kinetic and Photochemical Parameters and Uncertainties Used in GSFC 2-D Model Calculations Presented in
This Worka
CH4 N2O
Reaction k(T) b f(298 K)/g k(T) b f(298 K)/g
Cl 7.3 × 1012 exp(1280/T) 1.05/50 <1 × 1017 –
OH 1.85 × 1012 exp(1690/T) 1.05/50 <5 × 1017 –
O(1D)
Total reaction; O(1D) loss 1.75 × 1010 exp(0/T) 1.15/25 1.19 × 1010 exp(20/T) 1.1/25
Reaction branching ratio 1 þ00:002 0.39 (N2 + O2) 0.61 (2NO) 0.06
e
Photodissociation Cross sectionc p(298 K)/w Cross sectionc p(298 K)/w
Lyman-α 1.85 × 1017 1.3/– 2.4 × 1017 1.5/–
169–190 nm – – d 1.12/60
190–230 nm – – d 1.08/20
230–286 nm – – d 1.12/–
>286 nm – – d 1.3/–
aThe f(298 K) and g are the 1σ (67% conﬁdence level) values where the uncertainty at temperature T (K) is given by f(T)
= f(298 K)exp(|g(1/T–1/298)|). The p(298 K) and w are the 2σ (95% conﬁdence level) values where the uncertainty at
temperature T (K) is given by p(T) = p(298 K)exp(|w(1/T–1/298)|).
bReaction rate coefﬁcients in cm3molecule1 s1.
cUnit: cm2molecule1 (base e).
dUV spectrum and temperature dependence taken from Sander et al. [2011].
eAbsolute uncertainty in the 2NO channel.
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(298 K) uncertainty factors given in Table 1 were reduced from those reported in JPL10-6 based primarily on
the results from Rontu et al.’s study. Note that the JPL10-6 recommended uncertainty includes both the cross
section and quantum yield uncertainties. It is, however, well established that the quantum yield for
photodissociation of N2O is essentially unity over the wavelength range critical to atmospheric photolysis,
195–230nm, and the photoproducts are predominately N2 and O(
1D) [Sander et al., 2011]; the N(4S) +NO(2Π)
channel photolysis yield is less than 1% [Greenblatt and Ravishankara, 1990]. Nishida et al. [2004] reported
the yield of O(3P) at 193nm to be 0.005±0.002. The recommended w uncertainty factors were based on a
consideration of the agreement among the data of Selwyn et al. [1977], Mérienne et al. [1990], and Rontu
Carlon et al. [2010].
There are no direct Lyman-α cross-section measurements for N2O available in the literature. However, the
VUV spectrum of N2O in this general wavelength region has been reported in several studies (see SPARC).
The Chan et al. [1994] and Hitchcock et al.’s [1980] studies agree to within 6% at 124 nm, while the value
reported by Bertrand et al. [1975] at 123.6 nm is less by nearly a factor of 3. A linear interpolation of Chan
et al.’s spectrum was used to derive a recommended Lyman-α cross section of 2.4 × 1017 cm2molecule1.
The interpolation assumes no signiﬁcant structure in this region of the spectrum. Uncertainty factors of
p(298 K) = 1.5 and w= 0 were assigned in SPARC based primarily on the lack of direct cross-section
measurements at Lyman-α.
3. Model Simulations
The NASA/GSFC 2-D coupled chemistry-radiation-dynamics model was used to evaluate the impact of the
CH4 and N2O kinetic and photochemical uncertainties on the calculated lifetimes and on the ozone
abundance and trends. The GSFC 2-D model has been used in stratospheric ozone assessments [WMO
2007, 2011, 2014] and in studies pertaining to the chemistry-climate coupling of the middle
atmosphere. The residual circulation framework used in 2-D models has been shown to provide realistic
simulations of atmospheric transport on long time scales (>30 days). The model ozone, temperature,
and long-lived tracer simulations are in good overall agreement with a variety of observations in
reproducing transport-sensitive features in the meridional plane [Fleming et al., 2011]. The 2-D model
accounts for CO2 induced changes in surface temperature (including sea surface temperature), latent
heating, and tropospheric water vapor by parameterizing these quantities using the CO2 ground
boundary condition and sensitivity factors derived from the Goddard Earth Observing System
chemistry-climate model (GEOSCCM) simulations [Oman et al., 2010]. The resulting tropospheric and
stratospheric temperature changes, acceleration of the stratospheric Brewer-Dobson circulation, and
stratospheric ozone changes in the 2-D model compare well with the GEOSCCM for 1960–2100 [Fleming
et al., 2011], illustrating that the 2-D model captures the basic processes responsible for long-term
stratospheric changes. For the present study, the computational speed of the 2-D model allowed
numerous long-term sensitivity simulations to be performed for 1960–2100 to evaluate the present-
day and long-term ozone impacts due to the CH4 and N2O loss uncertainties. Although the GSFC 2-D
model is free running, there is negligible year-to-year variability (unlike 3-D chemistry-climate Models
(CCMs)). Therefore, in the results shown below, for present-day conditions, a single yearly average (e.g.,
2000) is sufﬁcient to isolate the changes due strictly to the loss rate uncertainties (i.e., it is not necessary
to average over multiple years).
For part of this work, we also used the Global Modeling Initiative (GMI) three-dimensional (3-D) chemistry and
transport model (CTM) [Duncan et al., 2007; Strahan et al., 2007]. The GMI model is driven by the NASA
Modern Era Retrospective-Analysis for Research and Applications meteorological analyses for the time
period of 1979 to present ([Rienecker et al., 2011] see also the website http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/research/
merra/). As will be shown, the Cl + CH4 reaction has a moderate impact on ozone in the polar region for
present-day levels of atmospheric chlorine loading. We used both the GMI and 2-D models to investigate
the polar ozone response to the Cl + CH4 uncertainty for present-day conditions.
Both the 2-D model and GMI simulations use surface boundary conditions from World Meteorological
Organization [WMO, 2011] for the ODSs. For the long-lived GHGs, the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) medium scenario 4.5 (“historic” scenario before 2005)
[Meinshausen et al., 2011] is used for the baseline, following the model simulations performed for the
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SPARC report. We also discuss 2-D
model simulations illustrating the
future impact of low and high GHG
scenarios. Both the GMI and 2-D
model simulations use constant solar
ﬂux and background stratospheric
aerosol density conditions for all years.
The 2-D model was also used to
investigate the long-term impact of
uncertainty in the OH+CH4 reaction.
This reaction affects tropospheric
ozone via the NOx-induced ozone
production cycle [e.g., Brasseur and
Solomon, 2005]. To more properly
simulate this mechanism, production
and loss of tropospheric NOy in the 2-D
model are based on output from GMI
for present-day conditions. These include
surface NOx emissions, NOx production
from lightning, and HNO3 washout.
The resulting 2-D model tropospheric
ozone response to a steady state CH4
perturbation (0.5ppmv) was similar to
that obtained in the GMI model, as was
the ozone response to the OH+CH4
reaction uncertainty. We note that
because tropospheric NOx is based on
present-day conditions, the past or
future CH4 impact on ozone does not
include the effect due to long-term
changes in tropospheric NOx.
In SPARC [2013], models that did not
include detailed tropospheric chemistry
(including the 2-D model used here)
used a speciﬁed (noninteractive)
monthly varying tropospheric OH ﬁeld
documented in Spivakovsky et al. [2000].
For the present study, we also specify
tropospheric OH in the same manner.
However, the model-computed OH
differs from Spivakovsky et al. mainly
in the lower troposphere, where the
model has larger concentrations. The
OH ﬁelds are similar in the middle
and upper troposphere and are within
±10% in the tropics where most of
the OH induced loss occurs. Sensitivity
tests showed that the middle-upper
tropospheric ozone response to the OH+CH4 uncertainty is essentially the same using Spivakovsky et al.’s
OH versus the model-computed (interactive) OH ﬁeld, both for present-day conditions and projections into
the future. We note that the stratospheric and mesospheric OH and atmospheric O(1D) and Cl atom proﬁles
are calculated in the 2-D model for all simulations presented in this study.
Figure 5. Global annual average local lifetimes for various gas-phase loss
processes of (top) CH4 and (bottom) N2O calculated using the GSFC 2-D
model for year 2000 steady state conditions.
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3.1. N2O and CH4 Lifetimes and Uncertainties
We ﬁrst present 2-D model calculations of the local lifetimes for the individual N2O and CH4 loss processes, the
total global lifetime, and the associated uncertainty ranges (see SPARC for details). Figure 5 shows vertical proﬁles
of the global annually averaged local lifetimes for 2000 steady state conditions using the kinetic and
photochemical recommendations listed in Table 1. Figure 5 includes all of the loss processes, although as
shown, not all make a signiﬁcant contribution to the total local lifetime. To identify the wavelength regions of
greatest importance in photolysis, the photolytic loss was divided into Lyman-α and the wavelength ranges of
169–190, 190–230, 230–286, and >286nm. The fractional contributions of each loss process to the total
vertically integrated global loss are listed in Table 2 for the recommendations listed in Table 1. These are
identical to the fractional contributions obtained when using the recommendations from JPL10-6 [Sander et al.,
2011]. The fractional contribution breakdown identiﬁes the most critical loss processes for each molecule as
well as potential focus areas for future laboratory studies. For N2O, photolysis in the 190–230nm wavelength
region is the dominant loss process, with the O(1D) reaction making a minor contribution. For CH4, atmospheric
loss in the troposphere is dominated by its reaction with the OH radical; in the stratosphere, reactions with OH,
O(1D), and the Cl atom make roughly similar contributions (Figure 5). In the mesosphere above 65–70km, the
losses for both molecules are dominated by Lyman-α photolysis.
We also evaluated the uncertainty (range) in calculated atmospheric loss and lifetimes due to the
uncertainties in the input kinetic and photolytic parameters. To do this, model simulations were made
with the input parameters set to their 2σ uncertainty lowest values (slow) and to their 2σ uncertainty
greatest values (fast) and compared with the baseline calculations presented in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows
the uncertainty in the local loss rates for N2O and CH4 and a breakdown of the contribution from the
different loss processes (for 2000 steady state conditions). For CH4, the total uncertainty in the troposphere
is in the range of ±10–40% due almost exclusively to the uncertainty in the OH+CH4 reaction rate
coefﬁcient. The increase in the uncertainty with increasing altitude throughout the troposphere and lower
stratosphere is due to the increased uncertainty in the rate coefﬁcient at lower temperatures. In the
stratosphere, the total local loss uncertainty is ~±30% due to roughly equal contributions from the O(1D),
OH, and Cl reactions. For N2O, the uncertainty in the stratospheric loss is in the range of ±10–20% due
mainly to photolysis in the wavelength range of 190–230 nm.
The ranges in the total global lifetimes of N2O and CH4 computed from the fast (minimum lifetime) and slow
(maximum lifetime) uncertainty limits are listed in Table 3, using input kinetic and photochemical parameters
from Table 1 [SPARC, 2013] and JPL10-6 [Sander et al., 2011]. These lifetimes are computed as the ratio of the
total global atmospheric burden to the vertically integrated annually averaged global total loss rate,
following the methodology used in SPARC. While the baseline lifetimes change very little between JPL10-6
and the current recommendations, the 2σ uncertainty range is signiﬁcantly reduced for the current
recommendations compared with JPL10-6: ±6% versus ±11% for N2O and ±13% versus ±25% for CH4.
Table 3 also gives the lifetimes separated by loss in the troposphere (surface to the tropopause, seasonally
and latitude dependent), stratosphere, and mesosphere (<1 hPa). The lifetimes (τ) are computed using the
global atmospheric burden and the loss rate integrated over the different atmospheric regions such that
1
τTot
¼ 1
τTrop
þ 1
τStrat
þ 1
τMeso
The short tropospheric lifetime for CH4 reﬂects the dominant OH reactive loss; the CH4 stratospheric lifetime
is ~160 years. For N2O, the vast majority of the loss occurs in the stratosphere via photolysis and reaction with
O(1D) so that the stratospheric lifetimes are similar to the total global values. In the mesosphere, short-
Table 2. Global Annually Averaged Fractional Loss Contributions Calculated From the 2-D Model for 2000 Steady State Conditions With Input Kinetic and
Photochemical Parameters From SPARC [2013] (Table 1)a
Compound
hν
(121.567 nm)
hν
(169–190 nm)
hν
(190–230 nm)
hν
(230–286 nm)
hν
(>286 nm)
hν
Total
O(1D)
Reactive Loss
OH
Reaction
Cl
Reaction
N2O <0.001 0.012 0.888 <0.001 – 0.901 0.099 – –
CH4 <0.001 – – – – <0.001 0.019 0.966 0.015
aUsing input parameters from JPL10-6 [Sander et al., 2011] gives identical fractional loss contributions.
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wavelength UV and Lyman-α photolysis
are important local loss processes for
both molecules (Figure 5). However,
the global mesospheric lifetimes are
quite long (>4000 years) since the
density weighted loss rates are very
small for the mesosphere.
We note that the baseline lifetimes
presented in Table 3 do not supersede
those recommended in SPARC. Rather,
they serve as a reference point to
illustrate (1) the changes in lifetimes
between JPL10-6 and SPARC, (2) the
range of lifetimes obtained using the
uncertainty limits on the various loss
processes, and (3) the distribution of
lifetimes among the different atmospheric
regions, all of which are computed from
one individual model.
3.2. Impact of Uncertainties
on Ozone
3.2.1. CH4 Loss Processes
The 2σ uncertainties in the model input
kinetic and photolytic parameters of
CH4 and N2O affect not only the loss
rates and lifetimes of these molecules
but also substantially impact calculated
atmospheric ozone. Figure 7 shows the
year 2000 annual average ozone
change (%) computed with the
individual CH4 loss parameters from
Table 1 set to their 2σ uncertainty
lowest values (slow; Figure 7, left) and
to their 2σ uncertainty greatest values
(fast; Figure 7, right), relative to the
baseline simulation. Here the ozone
changes using the slow rates are
roughly similar in magnitude and
opposite those using the fast rates. The
ozone changes in the mesosphere
above 60 km are generally small, <1%,
and are not shown.
In the upper stratosphere, the slow
(fast) O(1D) loss yields ozone increases
(decreases) of 1% mainly due to the
reduction (enhancement) of the odd
hydrogen (HOx) ozone loss cycles. The
effect of the slow (fast) OH loss
(Figure 7, middle row) maximizes in the upper troposphere and very low stratosphere, with ozone
decreases (increases) of 3–4% mainly due to the reduction (enhancement) of the NOx-induced ozone
production cycle following methane oxidation [e.g., Brasseur and Solomon, 2005]. The OH+CH4 uncertainty
also has a secondary and opposite response in the upper stratosphere, with an ~0.5% ozone increase
Figure 6. Uncertainty in the global annual average local loss rate calculated
from the GSFC 2-D model using SPARC [2013] recommended kinetic and
photochemical parameters and 2σ uncertainties for (top) CH4 and (bottom)
N2O (see Table 1). The simulations are for the year 2000 steady state
conditions.
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(decrease) due to the reduction (enhancement) of the odd hydrogen (HOx) ozone loss cycles. These responses
are similar to the GMI simulations (within 10% in magnitude, not shown). Uncertainty in the Cl+CH4→CH3
+HCl reaction (Figure 7, bottom row) affects the conversion of active to reservoir chlorine species
throughout the stratosphere and has a moderate impact in the southern hemisphere (SH) polar lower
Table 3. Global Annually Averaged Atmospheric Lifetimes (Years) Calculated From the 2-D Model for 2000 Steady State
Conditions With the Recommended Input Kinetic and Photochemical Parameters and the Estimated 2σ Uncertainty Limits
From SPARC [2013] and JPL10-6 [Sander et al., 2011] as Given in Table 1
Compound
Model
Input
Lifetime
(Total)
Lifetime
Range a
% Range in
Lifetime Tropospheric Stratospheric Mesospheric
N2O SPARC 125.2 118.1–132.3 ±5.7 10990 127.5 19250
JPL10-6 125.2 113.0–139.6 ±11 11010 127.5 19360
CH4 SPARC 9.32 8.17–10.6 ±13 9.92 159.6 4223
JPL10-6 9.56 7.43–12.2 ±25 10.2 163.3 4168
aLifetime limits calculated using the 2σ uncertainty limits of the model input parameters.
Figure 7. Percentage change in annual average ozone for year 2000 due to the (left) 2σ slow and (right) 2σ fast uncertainties
(see text) in the CH4 loss processes indicated. Changes are taken relative to the baseline. The contour intervals are ±1% and
include the ±0.5% contours.
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stratosphere/upper troposphere. Here the slow (fast) uncertainty yields ozone decreases (increases) of 6–7%.
The Cl+CH4 uncertainty gives secondary maxima responses of the same sign in the northern hemisphere
(NH) polar lower stratosphere and the global upper stratosphere, with changes of slightly less than ±1% in
both regions. The seasonal variations in these lower polar stratospheric responses are explored in more
detail below. The O(1D) +CH4 reaction uncertainty also causes an ~±1% ozone change in the SH polar lower
stratosphere (Figure 7, top row). Here a slower reaction allows more CH4 to be available to react with Cl
atoms, thereby enhancing the impact of the Cl+CH4 reaction and leading to more ozone (with the opposite
occurrence for the fast O(1D) loss reaction). There is some indication that this process also occurs with the
OH+CH4 uncertainty (Figure 7, middle row), although this effect is masked by interference with the NOx-
induced ozone production cycle changes discussed above. Given the importance of the Cl +CH4 reaction in
the polar region, we note that the 2-D model uses longitudinal temperature probability distributions
obtained from meteorological analyses to compute the polar stratospheric cloud formation and
heterogeneous and gas phase reaction rates [Fleming et al., 2011]. This helps account for the large zonal
Figure 8. Seasonal change in total column ozone due to the (left column) 2σ slow and (right column) 2σ fast uncertainty in
the Cl + CH4 reaction. Shown are results from the GMI (top row) 3-D CTM and the (bottom row) 2-D model averaged over
2009–2013. Changes are taken relative to the baseline. See text for details. The contour intervals are ±2 DU and include the
±1 DU contours.
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asymmetries characteristic of the polar region during winter and spring. These probability distributions
(based on climatologically averaged meteorological data and repeated each year) are superimposed on
the model-computed zonal mean temperatures.
As a check of the ﬁdelity of the 2-D model in simulating the Cl + CH4 impact, we computed the ozone
response to this reaction uncertainty using the GMI 3-D CTM. The year-to-year variations in the GMI
response are generally small in the SH polar region, and the resulting ozone proﬁle changes are generally
similar to the 2-D model responses shown in Figure 7 (bottom). Total column ozone changes in the two
models are also similar (Figure 8), illustrating that the 2-D model resolves the basic polar ozone response
to this Cl + CH4 perturbation (the changes in Figure 8 are averaged over 2009–2013 to account for the
small year-to-year variations in the GMI model). The seasonal changes in Figure 8 maximize during the
polar late winter-spring in both models, with changes of ±8–12DU in the SH and ±2–4DU in the NH.
While this SH response is somewhat substantial (~±5–7% out of a background of ~170DU), the NH
response shown in Figure 8 is rather small, especially relative to the large interannual variability inherent in
the NH polar late winter-spring. This hemispheric asymmetry in the sensitivity of the Cl + CH4 reaction is
likely due to two factors. In the SH, there is more conversion of chlorine reservoir species (HCl and
ClONO2) to radical forms via heterogeneous reactions on the surfaces of polar stratospheric cloud particles
[e.g., WMO, 2011]. Also, the low ozone in the SH polar spring substantially elevates the Cl/ClO ratio, which
signiﬁcantly enhances the impact of the Cl + CH4 reaction, compared with the NH [Douglass et al., 1995].
We note also that the ozone sensitivity to the Cl + CH4 uncertainty in the SH polar region is somewhat
mitigated by the reaction ClO+CH3O2→ClOO+CH3O together with the heterogeneous reaction HCl
+HOCl→Cl2 +H2O, which allow chlorine activation and ozone loss to continue in the presence of the
reaction Cl + CH4 [Crutzen et al., 1992].
As described above and shown in Figure 2, the rate coefﬁcient data available for the Cl + CH4 reaction at the
low temperatures representative of the polar regions show considerable spread. Both JPL10-6 and SPARC
noted non-Arrhenius behavior for this reaction. However, due to the limited amount of data in the low-
temperature region, they recommend an Arrhenius equation (Table 1) for use at temperatures below
300 K. If, in fact, non-Arrhenius behavior persists, this approach could lead to a systematic underestimate
of the rate coefﬁcient at the lower temperatures of interest compared to that obtained using a non-
Arrhenius equation. The non-Arrhenius equation, as proposed by Pilgrim et al. [1997],
k Tð Þ ¼ 8:91013 T=298ð Þ2 exp 660=Tð Þ (3)
falls within the upper range of the JPL10-6 recommended uncertainty limits and was used in the current
model calculations to evaluate the signiﬁcance of using a non-Arrhenius equation. Note that this is only a
test case and does not imply that Pilgrim et al.’s equation is actually an accurate representation of the
reaction rate coefﬁcient at low temperatures. This non-Arrhenius equation is included in Figure 2 (red line)
and when compared to the JPL10-6 and SPARC recommendations yields greater rate coefﬁcient values at
temperatures lower than ~265 K. A greater Cl + CH4 rate coefﬁcient converts more active to reservoir
chlorine, which results in more ozone throughout most of the atmosphere (i.e., less ozone loss). Using this
rate coefﬁcient yields modest ozone increases in both the GMI and 2-D models as shown in Figure 9 for
present-day conditions (2009–2013 average). For annually averaged proﬁle ozone (Figure 9, top row), the
maximum increase is +3–4% in the SH polar lower stratosphere/upper troposphere, with a secondary
maximum of +0.5% in the NH polar lower stratosphere/upper troposphere. The impact in the upper
stratosphere is minimal in both models (<+0.2%). The seasonal total column ozone increase (Figure 9,
bottom row) again maximizes in late winter/early spring in each polar region: +7–8DU in the SH and ~+2DU
in the NH. The response in the SH polar spring represents a 4–5% reduction in the depth of the ozone hole
(7–8DU increase out of ~170DU).
Based, in part, on the good agreement between the 2-D and GMI models, the computational speed of the 2-D
model was used to examine the long-term effects of the Cl and O(1D) + CH4 loss uncertainties (2σ) on October
monthly mean total ozone in the southern polar region. Figure 10 (top) shows the 1960–2100 time series of
the uncertainty simulations, expressed as the difference (in DU) from the baseline, where the slow (fast)
uncertainties are depicted by the light (bold) lines. For the Cl loss reaction (orange lines), the slow (fast)
uncertainty yields total column ozone decreases (increases) relative to the baseline. As discussed above
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(shown in Figure 7), the O(1D) loss uncertainty (green lines) has a smaller but opposite effect, as a slower
reaction allows more CH4 to be available to react with Cl atoms, thereby enhancing the impact of the Cl
+ CH4 reaction and leading to more ozone (with the opposite occurrence for the fast O(
1D) loss
reaction). These ranges follow atmospheric chlorine loading: very small in 1960 (~±1 DU), increasing
rapidly to a maximum in the late 1990s (±10–11 DU, ~±6%, for the Cl loss) and gradually diminishing
through the 21st century. The polar total ozone response to the OH loss uncertainty is relatively small
(<±1DU) and is not shown in Figure 10.
The strong time dependence in the uncertainty ranges impacts the rate of ozone decline and recovery during
1960–2100. This is shown in Figure 10 (bottom), presented as the difference from 1960 values to emphasize
the time dependence. We note that the time evolution of the baseline (black line) throughout the time period
is very similar to the multimodel mean of several 3-D chemistry-climate models shown to have realistic
transport as discussed in Strahan et al. [2011]. For reference, we also show ground-based ozone
observations illustrating the range of observed interannual variability (symbols, updated from Fioletov et al.
[2002]). The orange shading depicts the 2σ uncertainty range of the Cl loss uncertainty from Figure 10 (top)
added to the baseline and illustrates the impact of the Cl+CH4 uncertainty in the context of the overall
Figure 9. Change in present-day ozone using the Cl + CH4 reaction non-Arrhenius rate coefﬁcient expression given in
equation (3) from Pilgrim et al. [1997] versus the Arrhenius equation recommendations given in JPL10-6 and SPARC
(see Table 1). This non-Arrhenius equation should be considered an upper limit of possible non-Arrhenius behavior that
falls within the JPL10-6 uncertainty range. Results from the GMI (left column) 3-D CTM and the (right column) 2-D model
averaged over 2009–2013 are shown. (top row) The percentage change in annual average proﬁle ozone; the contour
intervals are +0,2, +0.5, +1, +2, +3, and +4. (bottom row) The seasonal change in total column ozone; the contour
intervals are +1 DU and include the +0.5 DU contour.
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ozone changes during 1960–2100. This
uncertainty range represents a small
modiﬁcation of the rate of change in
the long-term ozone decline and
recovery. The slow uncertainty limit
leads to a faster ozone decline during
1960–2000, a deeper ozone hole, and a
faster recovery through the 21st
century; the fast uncertainty limit leads
to a slower ozone decline, shallower
ozone hole, and slower future recovery.
Combining the impacts of the Cl and
O(1D) loss uncertainties added to the
baseline yields a slightly larger range
(green shading). Here the slow O(1D)
and fast Cl uncertainty limit simulations
are added together to get the extreme
positive ozone change, with the fast
O(1D) and slow Cl simulations added to
get the extreme negative ozone
change. These represent the absolute
upper and lower limit impacts of the
combined uncertainties. In 2000, this
combined uncertainty range represents
a modest impact on the depth of the
ozone hole: ±13–14DU, i.e., ~±9% out
of a baseline decline of 150DU from
1960–2000. These CH4 loss uncertainty
impacts become increasingly less
important through the 21st century as
atmospheric chlorine loading decreases
and are quite small by 2100.
There is a weak sensitivity of these
responses to future CH4 scenarios
(see Table 4 which corresponds to
Figure 10 (top) for RCP4.5). In 2100,
the combined range of the O(1D) and
Cl uncertainty impacts is slightly
larger for the RCP8.5 (high) scenario
compared to RCP4.5 (±5.5 versus
±3.4 DU), due to the very large future methane increase in RCP8.5 [Meinshausen et al., 2011]. However,
this effect is small compared to the long-term baseline ozone changes driven by chlorine loading
(Figure 10).
Figure 10 also shows the long-term effect of using the non-Arrhenius equation (3) from Pilgrim et al. [1997] for
the Cl + CH4 reaction (black dashed line). This result is qualitatively similar to the 2σ fast uncertainty case for
Cl + CH4, with more total ozone throughout 1960–2100 relative to the baseline, and a maximum change of
+6–7DU during the late 1990s to early 2000s (Figure 10, top). As was shown in Figure 9, this indicates that
accounting for possible non-Arrhenius behavior of the Cl + CH4 reaction at the lower temperatures
characteristic of the SH polar stratosphere results in a small reduction in the depth of the ozone hole
(compared to the baseline) for present-day levels of chlorine loading (Figure 10, bottom). Using a non-
Arrhenius equation may provide a more realistic representation of the Cl + CH4 rate coefﬁcient, but further,
research is needed to better deﬁne the rate coefﬁcient parameterization at temperatures relevant for
stratospheric modeling and to reduce its overall uncertainty, thereby reducing the range of ozone responses.
Figure 10. Time series of responses in October monthly mean total
column ozone averaged over 60°S–90°S due to uncertainties in the
CH4 loss reactions. (top) The 2σ uncertainty simulations for the Cl and
O(1D) loss reactions for CH4 plotted as the difference from the baseline.
The slow (fast) uncertainties are depicted by the light (bold) lines. A
simulation using the Cl + CH4 non-Arrhenius rate coefﬁcient expression
given in expression (3) from Pilgrim et al. [1997] (black dashed line) is also
shown. (bottom) The changes in the time dependence: the range due to
uncertainty in the Cl loss reaction from Figure 10 (top) added to the
baseline (orange shading) and the range due to the combined uncertainty
in the Cl and O(1D) loss reactions from Figure 10 (top) added to the
baseline (i.e., the slow (fast) Cl and fast (slow) O(1D) loss responses have
been combined, green shading). All simulations have been offset to be
zero in 1960 to emphasize the time dependence. See text for details. The
impact of the OH loss reaction is quite small and is not shown. The baseline
simulation (black solid line), a simulation using Pilgrim et al.’s [1997] rate
coefﬁcient (equation (3), black dashed line), and ground-based observations
updated from Fioletov et al. [2002] (symbols) are also shown.
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For annually averaged global total ozone, the long-term impacts due to the 2σ uncertainties for all three
CH4 loss processes are shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 (top) shows the difference of the uncertainty
simulations from the baseline using the RCP4.5 scenario and includes the impact of the OH loss
uncertainty using RCP8.5 (red dash-dotted lines). The slow (fast) uncertainties are depicted by the light
(bold) lines. As seen in Figure 7, slower (faster) rates of the Cl and OH loss reactions yield less (more)
total ozone, with the opposite occurrence for the O(1D) + CH4 reaction. We note that although these
simulations specify tropospheric OH from the present-day climatology of Spivakovsky et al. [2000], very
similar total ozone responses were obtained when using the model computed tropospheric OH that
interacts with changes in the background climate and chemistry (e.g., stratospheric ozone, tropospheric
water vapor, and methane loading). Future tropospheric OH concentrations depend strongly on methane
and are signiﬁcantly different among the RCPs [e.g., Voulgarakis et al., 2013; Morgenstern et al., 2013], and we
also obtained a strong OH and ozone dependence on the RCPs in the baseline simulations in Figure 11.
However, the model computed tropospheric OH responses to the OH+CH4 uncertainty perturbations
performed here were very similar among the RCPs. The time-dependent ozone impacts of the OH+CH4
reaction in Figure 11 primarily follow the CH4 loading of the RCP scenarios (there is also a smaller effect due
to long-term changes in the model stratospheric OH caused by CH4 and climate-induced changes in
stratospheric H2O and long-term ozone-induced changes in O(
1D)). For RCP4.5, the global total ozone impact
of the OH loss reaction (red dashed lines) has small time dependence and peaks in the late 21st century at
±0.4–0.5% (for RCP8.5, the impacts are signiﬁcantly larger as discussed below). For the Cl loss reaction, the
global impact reﬂects that of the southern polar region (Figure 10) and follows the stratospheric chlorine
loading with a maximum in the middle-late 1990s (±0.5%, ±1.5 DU). As discussed above, the impact of
the O(1D) loss reaction has the opposite dependence on chlorine loading, as a slower (faster) O(1D)
+ CH4 reaction leads to more (less) ozone (±0.2%, ±0.6 DU in the middle-late 1990s). The O(
1D) loss has
the smallest impact of the three CH4 loss processes.
Figure 11 (bottom) illustrates how these uncertainty ranges affect the overall rate of ozone change during
1960–2100 relative to the baseline and includes the effects of using different GHG scenarios. Ground-based
ozone observations (symbols, updated from Fioletov et al. [2002]) are again shown for reference illustrating
the range of observed interannual variability. All simulations have been offset to be zero in 1960 to
emphasize the time dependence. For RCP4.5, the orange shading depicts the 2σ uncertainty range of the Cl
loss uncertainty taken from Figure 11 (top) added to the baseline. As with SH polar ozone (Figure 10), this
uncertainty range represents a modiﬁcation of the rate of change in long-term global ozone decline and
recovery. The slow uncertainty leads to a faster ozone decline during 1960–2000 and a faster recovery post-
2000; the fast uncertainty leads to a slower decline and slower future recovery. Adding the O(1D) loss
uncertainty gives a slightly larger range (green shading), maximizing during times of highest chlorine
loading (i.e., the slow O(1D) and fast Cl uncertainty simulations are added for the combined positive ozone
change, with the fast O(1D) and slow Cl simulations added for the combined negative ozone change).
Including the small time-dependent OH uncertainty effect to this range gives the absolute upper and lower
Table 4. Percentage Range in the Global Annually Averaged Total Column Ozone Change for Year 2100 due to the 2σ
Uncertainties in the N2O and CH4 Loss Processes Indicated
a
Loss Process RCP2.5 ±% (±DU) RCP4.5 ±% (±DU) RCP8.5 ±% (±DU)
J[N2O] 0.49 (1.4) 0.49 (1.4) 0.44 (1.3)
O(1D) + N2O total reaction 2.3 (6.7) 2.3 (6.9) 2.0 (6.2)
O(1D) + N2O branching ratio 0.98 (2.8) 0.99 (2.9) 0.85 (2.6)
O(1D) + CH4 0.04 (0.11) 0.05 (0.15) 0.08 (0.23)
OH + CH4 0.37 (1.1) 0.43 (1.3) 0.75 (2.3)
Cl + CH4 0.14 (0.41) 0.16 (0.46) 0.16 (0.49)
O(1D) + CH4 (Oct 60°S–90°S avg)
OH + CH4 (Oct 60°S–90°S avg)
0.28 (0.96)
0.16 (0.57)
0.30 (1.1)
0.2 (0.7)
0.55 (2.0)
0.32 (1.2)
Cl + CH4 (Oct 60°S–90°S avg) 0.55 (1.9) 0.65 (2.3) 0.94 (3.5)
aResults using the RCP2.5 (low), RCP4.5 (medium), and RCP8.5 (high) greenhouse gas scenarios, with the ranges taken
relative to the baseline for each scenario, are shown. The ranges in Dobson units are given in parentheses. The last three
rows show the ranges in October 60°S–90°S average total ozone due to the CH4 loss uncertainties. Results for RCP4.5
correspond to Figures 10, 11, and 14 (top graphs). Values were calculated from time-dependent 2-D model simulations.
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limit impacts of all three CH4 losses
combined (red shading). Here the
fast O(1D) and slow Cl and OH loss
uncertainties are added to the baseline
to get the extreme negative ozone
change, with the slow O(1D) and fast Cl
and OH loss uncertainties added to get
the extreme positive ozone change. The
combined uncertainty impact again
strongly follows chlorine loading and is
largest in the middle-late 1990s with a
range of ±2.1 DU or ~±12% out of a
baseline decline of 16DU from 1960–2000.
We note that these uncertainty ranges
are essentially additive; i.e., simulations
with all uncertainties combined give
minimum/maximum ozone response ranges
nearly identical to Figure 11 (bottom).
For future global ozone, the baseline
simulations (black solid lines) show
substantial range among the different
RCP scenarios due to the very different
GHG emissions, especially for CO2 and
CH4. Baseline ozone amounts are
largest for the RCP8.5 (high) scenario
due to large CO2 and CH4 loading and
are well above 1960 levels through the
late 21st century. Similar responses in
future tropospheric and stratospheric
ozones among the RCPs were previously
computed in 3-D CCMs [e.g., Kawase
et al., 2011; Eyring et al., 2013]. For
RCP4.5, the future CH4 loss uncertainty
ranges decrease through the 21st
century following chlorine loading and
are small by 2100. The uncertainty range
diminishes at an even faster rate for the
RCP2.5 (low) scenario. However, the OH
+CH4 uncertainty response for RCP8.5 becomes increasingly larger through the 21st century (Figure 11, top),
as does the combined uncertainty range (Figure 11, bottom). By 2100, the combined range for RCP8.5 is
±0.5% (±1.5 DU) relative to 1960. The substantial increase in the combined uncertainty ranges from
RCP2.5 to RCP8.5 reﬂects the large range in CH4 loading among the RCPs (1250–3750 ppb) and is driven
mainly by uncertainty in the OH +CH4 reaction (see also Table 4).
To add further perspective, the vertical bars show the approximate range in annual/global mean total
ozone from chemistry-climate models for selected years, based on a subset of ﬁve models which were
shown to have realistic transport as discussed in Strahan et al. [2011]. This represents the range of
reasonable ozone values that would be expected based on the combined impacts of the individual
model treatment of dynamics, chemistry, radiation, numerics, and other processes. For visual clarity, this
range is superposed onto the 2-D model baseline simulation for RCP4.5. The range due to the
combined CH4 loss uncertainties is generally smaller than the multimodel range and becomes
signiﬁcantly smaller than the multimodel range for RCP2.5 and RCP4.5 in the late 21st century as
chlorine loading diminishes.
Figure 11. Time series of responses in global annual mean total column
ozone due to uncertainties in the CH4 loss reactions. (top) The 2σ
uncertainty simulations plotted as the difference from the baseline
using the RCP4.5 scenario and includes the OH loss reaction using
RCP8.5 (red dash-dotted lines). The slow (fast) uncertainties are depicted
by the light (bold) lines. (bottom) Changes in the time dependence: for
RCP4.5, the range due to uncertainty in the Cl loss reaction from Figure
11 (top) is added to the baseline (orange shading); the range due to the
combined uncertainties in the Cl and O(1D) loss reactions from Figure 11
(top) are added to the baseline (i.e., the slow (fast) Cl and fast (slow) O
(1D) loss responses have been combined, green shading); and the range
due to the combined uncertainties in the Cl, O(1D) and OH loss reactions
from Figure 11 (top) are added to the baseline (red shading). See text for
details. The future response ranges using the RCP2.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios
are also shown, and the baseline simulations for each RCP scenario are
depicted by the black solid lines. All simulations have been offset to be zero
in 1960 to emphasize the time dependence. Also shown are ground-based
observations (symbols, updated from Fioletov et al. [2002]) and the range in
chemistry-climate model simulations for selected years (vertical bars super-
imposed on the 2-D model RCP4.5 baseline) based on a subset of models
shown to have realistic transport [Strahan et al., 2011].
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3.2.2. N2O Loss Processes
As discussed in section 2.3 (Tables 1 and 2), the vast majority (~94%) of the loss of N2O leads to the production
of N2, with only ~6% of the loss producing odd nitrogen via reaction with O(
1D) (equations (R4a) and (R4b)).
Uncertainty in the O(1D) loss can have a substantial impact on stratospheric NOx and total odd nitrogen
(NOy), and ozone, as was noted in the uncertainty analysis of Considine et al. [1999]. Figure 12 shows the
present-day annual average NOy changes due to both the overall rate uncertainty (Figure 12, top row) and the
uncertainty in the branching ratio (Figure 12, middle row), which determines the amount of NOx produced by
this reaction. For the overall rate, the slow (fast) uncertainty yields substantial NOy decreases (increases)
throughout the upper troposphere and stratosphere, with maximum changes of ±20–25% in the tropical
midstratosphere. The corresponding ozone changes are shown in Figure 13, with ozone increases (decreases)
of 5–7% globally in the middle-upper stratosphere and polar lower stratosphere. The uncertainty in the
O(1D) +N2O branching ratio (Figures 12 and 13, middle rows) has a response that is qualitatively similar to
the total rate uncertainty but with smaller magnitude, yielding maximum NOy changes of ±10% and ozone
changes of ±2–3%. The uncertainty in N2O photolysis (N2O+hν→N2+O(
1D); Figures 12 and 13, bottom
rows) has the opposite impact on NOy and ozone. Here slow photolysis yields NOy increases (fast photolysis
yields NOy decreases) of up to 5% in the middle stratosphere. This is likely caused by the fact that slower
Figure 12. Percentage change in annual average total odd nitrogen (NOy) for year 2000 due to the (left column) 2σ slow
and (right column) 2σ fast uncertainties in the N2O loss processes indicated. Changes are taken relative to the baseline. The
contour intervals are (top row) ±4%, (middle row) ±2%, and (bottom row) ±1%.
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N2O photolysis leads tomore N2O available to react with O(
1D), thereby enhancing the production of NOy (with
the opposite result caused by faster N2O photolysis). This yields ozone decreases of ~1% in the middle
stratosphere, with the opposite ozone response caused by faster N2O photolysis (Figure 13, bottom row).
In addition to the primary ozone changes discussed above, uncertainty in the O(1D) +N2O reaction also yields
smaller ozone changes of opposite sign in the lowermost tropical stratosphere and upper troposphere
(Figure 13, top and middle rows). Most of this is likely due to changes in the NOx-ozone production cycle in
this region: in the slow (fast) uncertainty case, reduced (enhanced) NOx leads to less (more) ozone. A similar
ozone response to N2O perturbations was discussed in Revell et al. [2012]. Some of this ozone change also
could be due to “self-healing,” wherein ozone decreases in the middle and upper stratosphere allow more
solar UV radiation to penetrate to lower altitudes, leading to increased ozone production in the lower
stratosphere (the reverse process occurs with ozone increases in the middle-upper stratosphere) [e.g., Mills
et al., 2008].
The 1960–2100 time series of the global total ozone impacts due to the N2O loss processes are shown in
Figure 14. Figure 14 (top) shows the difference of the uncertainty simulations from the baseline, with the
Figure 13. Percentage change in annual average ozone for year 2000 due to the (left column) 2σ slow and (right column)
2σ fast uncertainties in the N2O loss processes indicated. Changes are taken relative to the baseline. The contour intervals
are ±1% and include the ±0.5% contours.
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slow (fast) uncertainties depicted by
the light (bold) lines. As reﬂected in
Figure 13, a slower total rate and
branching ratio for O(1D) +N2O, which
create odd nitrogen, result in more
global total ozone (light green and
red lines); conversely, a faster total
rate and branching ratio result in less
ozone (bold green and red lines).
During 1960–2100, the range in
calculated ozone is largest for the total
rate uncertainty (±1.5–2.5%), with ~±1%
for the branching ratio uncertainty. N2O
photolysis loss (blue dash-dotted lines)
has a smaller and opposite effect as
discussed above (Figures 12 and 13),
with an uncertainty range in global
total ozone of ~±0.5% throughout
1960–2100. As discussed in section 2.3,
the uncertainty in N2O photolysis is
small given the level of agreement
among laboratory measurements, and
this is reﬂected in the small ozone
response ranges in Figures 13 and 14.
Although the ozone responses due to
uncertainties in the O(1D)+N2O reaction
are substantial and signiﬁcantly larger
than the CH4 loss impacts (Figure 11),
they represent a shift of the computed
ozone time series by a mostly constant
amount up or down from the baseline.
However, another important factor is
the change in the time dependence of
the uncertainty impacts. Figure 14
(top) indicates that the ozone response
to all of the N2O loss processes is
inversely correlated with the chlorine
loading; i.e., the response is a minimum
around year 2000. This is due to the
fact that NOx is sequestered in the
reservoir species ClONO2 via the ClO
+NO2+M→ClONO2+M reaction. This
process mitigates the odd nitrogen
ozone loss cycle and is largest during times of high chlorine loading. Also contributing to the time
dependence is the increasing concentration of N2O throughout the time period, which enhances the impact
of the N2O loss uncertainties. This effect is somewhat mitigated by the CO2 induced stratospheric cooling,
which increases the chemical loss of NOy, as well as the strengthening of the Brewer-Dobson circulation
[Rosenﬁeld and Douglass, 1998; Plummer et al., 2010].
While the overall time dependence appears small compared to the larger absolute ozone changes shown in
Figure 14 (top), the time dependence has a signiﬁcant impact on the rate of ozone decline and recovery
during 1960–2100 (Figure 14, bottom). Here the green shading depicts the range due to the O(1D) total
rate uncertainty (2σ) from Figure 14 (top), added to the baseline. To emphasize the change in time
dependence, this range has been offset to be zero in 2000, i.e., the year when the range is a minimum.
Figure 14. Time series of responses in global annual mean total column
ozone due to uncertainties in the N2O loss reactions. (top) The 2σ
uncertainty simulations plotted as the difference from the baseline: the
slow (fast) uncertainties are depicted by the light (bold) lines. (bottom)
Changes in the time dependence: the range due to uncertainty in the
total rate of the O(1D) loss reaction from Figure 14 (top) added to the
baseline (green shading), the range due to the combined uncertainty in
the total rate and branching ratio of the O(1D) loss reactions from Figure
14 (top) added to the baseline (red shading), and the range due to the
combined uncertainty in the total rate and branching ratio of the O(1D)
loss reaction and N2O photolysis from Figure 14 (top) added to the
baseline (i.e., the slow (fast) O(1D) loss and fast (slow) photolysis loss
responses have been combined, blue shading). All simulations have been
offset to be zero in 2000 to emphasize the time dependence. The dashed
lines indicate the 1960 ozone amounts for the total combined upper and
lower uncertainty simulations. See text for details. Also shown are the
baseline simulation (black solid line), ground-based observations updated
from Fioletov et al. [2002] (symbols), and the range in chemistry-climate
model simulations for selected years (vertical bars superimposed on the 2-D
model baseline), based on a subset of models shown to have realistic
transport [Strahan et al., 2011].
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The slow uncertainty calculation yields less NOx to sequester chlorine in the reservoir ClONO2 (i.e., more
chlorine in radical forms), leading to faster ozone decline during 1960–2000. This combined with
increasing N2O loading leads to a faster recovery post-2000. Conversely, the fast uncertainty calculation
leads to a slower pre-2000 ozone decline and slower recovery. These impacts are enhanced further by
adding the branching ratio uncertainty to this range (red shading). This indicates that the combined
uncertainty in the O(1D) +N2O reaction represents a signiﬁcant uncertainty in past and future model-
computed ozone. By 2100, the combined uncertainty results in an ozone range of ±1–1.5% compared to
2000. Adding the small time-dependent N2O photolysis uncertainty effect to this range gives the absolute
upper and lower limit impacts of all N2O loss processes combined (blue shading). Here the slow photolysis
and fast O(1D) loss uncertainties are added to the baseline to get the extreme negative ozone change,
with the fast photolysis and slow O(1D) loss uncertainties added to get the extreme positive ozone
change. As with the methane losses, these N2O loss uncertainty ranges are essentially additive, i.e.,
simulations with all uncertainties combined gives minimum/maximum ozone response ranges nearly
identical to Figure 14 (bottom).
The vertical bars in Figure 14 show the approximate range from chemistry-climate models [Strahan et al.,
2011] superposed onto the 2-D model baseline as in Figure 11. By the late 21st century, the range due to
the O(1D) +N2O total rate uncertainty is comparable to the multimodel range, while the combined N2O
loss uncertainty range is notably larger than the multimodel range. Figure 14 (bottom) also shows that for
the combined absolute positive response, ozone is projected to return to 1960 levels by ~2088 (upper
dashed line), somewhat earlier than in the baseline simulation (~2100). However, for the combined
absolute negative ozone response, return to 1960 levels is not projected to occur by year 2100 (lower
dashed line). These results show that due to long-term changes in atmospheric chlorine and N2O loading,
uncertainties in the N2O loss processes have signiﬁcant impacts on past and future global ozone, including
the projected date of return of future ozone to 1960 levels.
We found that future ozone responses to the N2O loss uncertainties show only minor sensitivity to the GHG
scenario, as indicated in Table 4 for 2100 (the values for RCP4.5 correspond to Figure 14, top). The response
ranges are essentially the same for the low and medium scenarios (RCP2.5 and RCP4.5) and are actually
slightly smaller for the high scenario (RCP8.5). This is due to the fact that while the N2O surface
concentration increases modestly (~25%) from RCP2.5 to RCP8.5 (344–434 ppb in 2100), CO2 increases by
more than a factor of 2 (421–931 ppm). The resulting increased CO2 cooling of the stratosphere and
enhanced stratospheric circulation in the higher scenario reduces the efﬁciency of the NOx-ozone loss
cycle [Rosenﬁeld and Douglass, 1998; Plummer et al., 2010], and this likely cancels and even slightly reverses
any increased ozone response range caused by increased N2O.
4. Conclusions and Future Directions
This study provides a detailed examination of the atmospheric loss processes of N2O and CH4, their lifetimes,
and the related impacts on ozone. Part of this study presents an overview of the work done in the recent
SPARC lifetime report [SPARC, 2013], and additional details can be obtained from Chapter 3 of that report
and the related supplements, as well as the NASA/JPL kinetic data evaluation. Here we provide a summary
of the SPARC [2013] kinetic and photochemical evaluation and an analysis of the present-day and long-
term ozone changes due to the estimated uncertainties in the N2O and CH4 loss parameters using 2-D and
3-D atmospheric model calculations.
Calculations from the 2-D model illustrate the vertical distribution of the different loss processes and their
uncertainty ranges, along with the total global lifetimes. For N2O, loss occurs in the stratosphere via UV
photolysis in the 190–230 nm region and reaction with O(1D). For CH4, the primary loss process is reaction
with OH in the troposphere. Stratospheric loss due to reaction with OH, Cl, and O(1D) makes a minor
contribution to the total global lifetime of CH4. Photolysis at the hydrogen Lyman-α wavelength
(121.567 nm) was found to be the dominant loss above 65–70 km for both N2O and CH4, although this
process has only a very minor impact on the total global atmospheric lifetime. Although the total global
lifetimes of N2O and CH4 change very little between the JPL10-6 and the SPARC recommendations [SPARC,
2013], the 2σ uncertainty range is signiﬁcantly reduced for the SPARC recommendations compared with
JPL10-6: ±6% versus ±11% for N2O and ±13% versus ±25% for CH4.
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Model calculations show the magnitude of ozone responses due to 2σ uncertainties in the CH4 and N2O loss
processes for present-day conditions, as well as the long-term changes (1960–2100). This represents
uncertainty in calculated ozone due to input parameters that are common among models. For the
uncertainty in the OH+CH4 reaction rate coefﬁcient, where the reaction impacts ozone mainly by the
NOx-ozone production cycle in the troposphere and lowermost stratosphere, the computed global total
ozone response range (difference from the baseline) is ±0.4–0.5% for present-day conditions. The response
range due to the O(1D) loss uncertainty is smaller (±0.1–0.2%) and affects ozone via changes in the HOx-
ozone loss cycle in the upper stratosphere and by modulating the amount CH4 available to react with Cl
atoms in the SH polar lower stratosphere. The time dependence of the O(1D) loss uncertainty range during
1960–2100 is small compared to the long-term changes in baseline global ozone. However, the time
dependence of the OH loss uncertainty range is strongly dependent on the future CH4 scenario: it is small
for RCP2.5 (low) and RCP4.5 (medium) but is moderate for the RCP8.5 (high) scenario (±0.4% in 2100
relative to 1960).
Reaction with Cl is a very minor loss process for CH4, accounting for ~1.5% of the total global loss. However,
the 2σ uncertainty in this process has a modest impact on model-calculated ozone in the SH polar region and
globally due to the conversion of chlorine from radical to reservoir forms and subsequent reduction in the
chlorine catalyzed ozone loss. The ozone sensitivity to the Cl + CH4 uncertainty in the SH polar region is
somewhat mitigated by the reaction ClO+CH3O2→ClOO+CH3O along with the heterogeneous reaction
HCl +HOCl→Cl2 +H2O. For present-day levels of chlorine loading, both the 2-D model and GMI 3-D CTM
compute total ozone ranges of ±5–7% during the SH polar late winter-spring due to uncertainty in the Cl
+ CH4 reaction rate coefﬁcient. Some of this uncertainty is due to possible non-Arrhenius behavior of the
Cl + CH4 reaction at low temperatures characteristic of the polar lower stratosphere, which is not
represented in the JPL10-6 recommendation. As a test of the model sensitivity to this behavior, the
non-Arrhenius equation proposed by Pilgrim et al. [1997] was used in the 2-D and GMI models. This
equation should be considered an upper limit of possible non-Arrhenius behavior that falls within the
JPL10-6 uncertainty range and resulted in a total ozone increase of 4–5% in the ozone hole region for
present-day chlorine loading. Overall, the current level of uncertainty in the Cl + CH4 reaction has a
moderate impact on the modeled ozone response in the SH polar region. A reduction in this uncertainty
at low temperatures is desirable to reﬁne the model ozone simulations.
Uncertainty in the parameters of the O(1D) +N2O reaction, which leads to the production of stratospheric
NOx, has a signiﬁcant impact on ozone via the NOx-ozone loss cycle, NOx participation in null cycles, and
formation of NOx-containing reservoirs. The 2σ uncertainty in the total rate coefﬁcient of this reaction
yields a substantial change in midstratospheric NOy (±20–25%) and global total ozone (±1.5–2.5%) for
present-day conditions. For the O(1D) +N2O branching ratio uncertainty, which determines the amount of
NOx produced by this reaction, the global ozone response range is smaller but still signiﬁcant (~±1%).
Uncertainty in N2O photolysis has the smallest ozone impact (~±0.5%) of the N2O loss processes, given the
overall good agreement among laboratory measurements. The ozone impact of this uncertainty is
opposite to that of the O(1D) loss: i.e., slower N2O photolysis leads to less ozone as there is more N2O
available to react with O(1D) allowing for increased production of stratospheric NOx.
The responses to the N2O loss processes are mostly constant in time, representing a shift in the ozone
time series up or down from the baseline. However, there is a smaller but important time dependence
in the responses that follows long-term increases in atmospheric N2O loading and inversely follows
chlorine loading. Combining the uncertainty impacts of all N2O losses to get the absolute upper and
lower limit ozone responses has a substantial effect on the rate of pre-2000 ozone decline and future
recovery. The vast majority of this is due to uncertainty in the O(1D) total reaction rate and branching
ratio. The resulting uncertainty range in global total ozone increases throughout the 21st century and
is ±1–1.5% in 2100 relative to 2000. This also modiﬁes the date of return of ozone to 1960 levels. For
the combined absolute positive ozone response, return to 1960 levels occurs ~12 years earlier than the
baseline. The ozone responses to the N2O loss uncertainties revealed only minor sensitivity to future
GHG scenarios, being slightly smaller for the high RCP8.5 scenario due to the mitigating impacts of the
large CO2 increases.
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The global total ozone response ranges due the CH4 and N2O loss uncertainties were compared with the
range of chemistry-climate model simulations shown to have realistic transport [Strahan et al., 2011]. This
multimodel range indicates the range of reasonable ozone values that would be expected based on the
combined impacts of the individual model treatment of dynamics, chemistry, radiation, numerics, and
other processes. While the ozone response ranges due to uncertainty in the CH4 loss kinetics and
N2O photolysis were generally smaller than the multimodel range, the ranges due to uncertainty in the
O(1D) +N2O reaction (total rate and branching ratio) were comparable to or larger than the multimodel
range through the middle-late 21st century.
The results in this study suggest that uncertainty in current recommendations of the N2O and CH4 loss
processes, which are used as inputs common among models, leads to signiﬁcant uncertainty ranges in
long-term model ozone simulations. The largest uncertainty ranges are due to the O(1D) +N2O reaction
(both the total rate and branching ratio) and the Cl + CH4 reaction, which is important in governing
chlorine partitioning in the SH polar region. Reduction in the uncertainty of these reactions is desired to
reﬁne model ozone simulations.
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